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Polaroid P2500S

Print Mode Color dye sublimation and monochrome thermal printing and rewritable technology
Printing Speed Approx:  Color 35 seconds;  mono 7 seconds

Printing Side Single-side

Cards Supported
Card Size ISO CR80 and CR79 .51mm to 1.02mm (20 mil to 40 mil)
Card Material PVC blank, magnetic stripe, self adhesive and SecureShield Patch cards

Card Storage Capacity (ISO CR80, ISO 7810) N/A
Interface USB rev.1.1 (USB 2.0 compatible)

Software Drivers Compatible with Windows 7® , Vista™, XP™, 2000™ and 2003 Server™

Operating Enviroment 50oF to 85oF (10oC to 30oC)
Power Supply External power supply 100-240V 50-60Hz autoranging
Weight 9.7 lbs. (4.4 kg)
External Dimensions 10.6”x 8.4” x 9.1” (L x W x H); 270mm x 215mm x 233mm (L x W x H)

Dye Film (options)

YMCKO 5 panel dye film, 300 images
KO Black and Overlay resin dye film, 600 images
White resin (K) White resin dye film, 1000 images
Black resin (K) Black resin dye film, 1000 images
Blue resin (K) Blue resin dye film, 1000 images
Green resin (K) Green resin dye film, 1000 images
Gold resin (K) Gold resin dye film, 1000 images
Silver resin (K) Silver resin dye film, 1000 images

Card Security
The user has the option to print a SecureShield Overlay security watermark across the card surface.  When used with the SecureShield Patch 
cards, one area of the SecureShield Overlay watermark is highlighted as a high visibility security seal. A choice of 5 fixed SecureShield Overlay 
patterns are selectable from the printer driver and the selected watermark is printed during the normal print cycle without adding cost.

Rewritable Technology Rewritable cards have one glossy side in PVC for color/monochrome dye sublimination printing and a matte finish rewritable side with a blue
or black thermochromatic material that can be printed for up to 500 rewrite cycles.

Warranty Two year manufacturer’s warranty including all parts and labor

SecureShield Overlay Print anti-copying watermark across the entire card surface that becomes visible when the card is viewed at an angle.
The P2500S SecureShield Overlay features 5 standard designs.

SecureShield Patch Print the SecureShield Overlay on the SecureShield Patch card stock.

Specifications

SecureShield Technology

Mag Option
Magnetic stripe encoder available.

Hand-Feed Feature
Hand-feed card slot at the front provides 
users with one-off card printing.

Compact Design
Small footprint for easy portability.

Polaroid introduces its P2500S card printer—ID issuance has 
never been more economical for companies issuing ID cards in 
low volumes.  The single-feed P2500S offers advanced features 
at a great value bundled in this easy-to-use card printer.  The 
P2500S provides visual security for printed cards with its 
SecureShield Overlay anti-copying watermark.  Unlike expen-
sive holographic laminates, the Polaroid SecureShield Overlay 
does not add printing cost.  Choose from (5) security designs 
to protect your cards or turn off the security feature if desired.  
Fine tune the printing controls such as image sharpening and 
coloring through the intuitive printer driver.

Standard SecureShield Overlay Patterns

Authorized Licensee

1-866-ID PHOTO
www.polaroid-id.com
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